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To share figures of 2018 from each participant country and to share knowledge
and experience of digitizing processes

Reporting for 2018/2019
Progress compared to last year
- Please inform also how the strategic goals of the Nordic Cooperation Strategy have
been implemented

1) Further sharing of knowledge and experience of digitization and automation
2) Explore EIDAS and digital authorization further
3) Nordic network of land registration lawyers has started. The contact information has
been changed. Knowledge of each nordic countries legislation has been shared and
counseling in legal questions has been given.
Tasks/ activities for 2019-2021
Deliveries with timeline:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Key figures; more sharing of details behind the figures
Further sharing of information about financial matters
Consequences of digitization to the employees and work; how to hold on skilled employees, what kind of
employees are needed in the future?
GDRP – how does it affect

Who is responsible/ chair for the activity and who are involved:
Next meetings host country is responsible for activities.
What strategic goal will the activity support and how:
Efficient Organisations and shared competences

Planned meetings for the next year

Reporting
Faroe Islands 5.-6.5.2020, GDPR effects to Land Registration and processes. How does the digitalization effects to
employees.

Coordination with other working groups

Not this time

Tasks or Consequences for other Nordic WG/Network

Future strategy of the group - 2 years view

Future priorities

1) Automation and further Digitizing of process?
2) Share comptences
3) GDPR and its consequences to processes

Anything else you would like to tell?

